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What do the kitchen, bathroom and garage have in May/June 1997
common? A sometimes overwhelming assortment
of small items and a propensity for clutter, answers A PLACE FOR EVERYTHING

The Soap and Detergent Association. Storage Ideas for Kitchen, Bath
Storage manufacturers are attempting to help and Garage

consumers tame the clutter in the kitchen with a
FIRE-DAMAGED FABRICS

wide variety of storage items. Inside-cabinet Removing Soot and Smoke Odor 2
organizers represent the bulk of consumer
demand, but there is also a growing trend toward INTRODUCING SDA WEB SITE
countertop organizers. Consumers are spending www.sdahq.org 3

more money on fashion-conscious bakeware and
dinnerware. Many of them are reluctant to stash MISCELLANY

these high-ticket items behind closed cabinet At Home in the Office 4

doors. One manufacturer has redesigned its A Colorful Look at the Future 4

traditional china dinnerware organizer into three Drapery Damage 4

separate pieces, which offers the consumer more Plug Into Electrical Safety 4

countertop flexibility. Familiar coated wire
Q&A

organizers are now available in heavier gauges and SDA Answers Your Questions 5
a wider range of colors, including white, hunter
green, black, mauve and dark blue. Heavy gauge WHAT'S NEW? 5
steel organizers in designer colors, including
raspberry, blend beautifully with the wrought iron "KEEP IT CLEAN" BRIEFS 6
accessories that are currently so popular in the
kitchen. Chrome accessories are at home in the

sleek, streamlined kitchen, pairing beautifully with
the current trend toward stainless steel appliances. variety of shampoos, lotions and the like. The
One manufacturer has added a wastebasket, a second is a general trend toward de-cluttering the
stackable tote basket, a cookbook stand and a home. So, where are we going to put it all?
phone organizer with space for an answering Larger-sized shower caddies are designed to
machine to its line of chrome countertop storage accommodate the super-sized containers of
units. shampoo, creme rinse, etc. that are popular with

Despite an increase in the number of new homes value-oriented consumers. Suction-mounted
with two or two-and-a-half baths, the bathroom organizers are designed for hardware-free
remains the smallest room in the house. And two attachment to tile walls or places where permanent
conflicting trends have spurred an increase in bath- mounting is not desired. Items in suction-mounted
related storage products. The first is the lines include soap dispensers, comer shelves,
proliferation of personal care products and bath shower baskets, razor holders, squeegees and
and body shops. Consumers are enjoying the wide soap dishes.
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Stacking and sliding organizers are specially FIRE-DAMAGED FABRICS

designed to keep vanity clutter under control. Removing Soot and Smoke Odor
These units come in wide and narrow versions,
making them flexible enough to accommodate The smoke and soot that a fire leaves behind can
most below-the-sink spaces. create damage far beyond that of the original

"Dead"spaces, such as the area at the back of flames, notes The Soap and Detergent
the vanity top, are transformed into usable storage Association.
spaces via small shelf organizers. And tank top Smoke residue is made up of particles that were
caddies create efficient storage space on the toilet not completely vaporized during burning. Not all
tank. Special rubber-tipped feet protect the tank's fires create the same amount or type of residue.
surface. Smoldering ones produce more residue than fast-

By focusing on colors and finishes, manufacturers burning fires because they burn longer and at a
are making sure these bath storage products have lower temperature. Most residue is strongly acidic.
decorator appeal. Chrome, stainless-steel and Acidic residue can tarnish metal surfaces and
stainless-steel look-alikes are particularly popular. trims, as well as cause rust on exposed iron
Bright, fiesta colors, including the citrus tones, as surfaces. Smoke residue can settle on the surfaces
well as white, frost blue, frost pink, raspberry, of walls and furnishings. Clothing and fabric may
cypress, almond, hunter green and rose are the suffer color changes and certain types of smoke
favorite home fashion shades. can permanently affect wood furniture finishes.

People who don't want to spend time rummaging Once the smoke residue is removed, any chemical
around their cupboards for spices or toitetries, don't action from the smoke is halted. However, it is
want to go hunting for tools and garden items often impossible to assess the extent of the
either. And with garages growing larger, there damage until after cleaning.
seems to be more stuff accumulating in greater Smoke removal involves special cleaning
disarray. As a result, storage manufacturers and procedures. Smoke particles usually remain on or
retailers are turning their attention to garage close to the surface. Improper procedures can
storage units. Some products are repackaged cause absorption, which can increase the damage.
versions of existing sports organizers and shelving If the damaged items are washable, launder them
programs; others are new designs. One example is using a granular laundry detergent and the hottest
a collection of wire units that fasten easily to water suitable for the fabrics. Repeat laundering,
exposed or concealed rafters and hold up to 75 perhaps as many as five times, until the soot
pounds. These units transform otherwise unutilized and/or odor are removed. For stubborn stains, use
space into serviceable storage areas. Another a bleach safe for the fabrics. As an alternative,
example is a system of storage bins that can be soak the items overnight, using a pre-soak laundry
organized in various ways with a heavy-duty top product, or soak them for 30 minutes in a solution
that doubles as a work station. Plastic storage of water and laundry detergent with bleach.
cabinets with locks prevent accidental access to If the damaged items are dry-clean-only, check
chemicals and provide protection against theft. with a dry cleaner. Some cleaners offer an ozone
Newly configured units use less wall space to store treatment that can remove smoke damage from
lawn and garden tools. Tote boxes, tote baskets, some fabrics.
stacking bins and rolling carts make it easier to For furniture, carpets and wallcoverings, it's
move things in and out of the garage. . important to engage the services of a professional.

The Association of Specialists in Cleaning and
Restoration (ASCR) may be able to provide you
with additional information on carpet, drapery, and
fabric restoration: 10830 Annapolis Junction Road,
Suite 312; Annapolis Junction, MD 20701;
301-604-4411. .
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MISCELLANY Drapery Damage

Unfortunately, draperies don't always return from
At Home in the Office the cleaners looking as good as new. Sometimes,
Today's home office is a serious place of business previously unnoticed fabric damage will become
in approximately 43.5 million homes. This statistic obvious. The window covering's resistance to
includes 12.1 million self-employed, full-time damage depends on fabric construction, the types
workers, 12.6 million self-employed part-time of finishes applied, light exposure, moisture and
workers, 10.8 million corporate after-hour workers stains.

and 8 million telecommuters. In order to function Light is the most common enemy of draperies.
properly, The Soap and Detergent Association The sun's ultraviolet rays are more damaging than
recommends a home office that is both comfortable artificial light. Lightweight, sheer fabrics and natural
and efficient. This means that the work area should fibers, such as cotton, rayon and silk, will fare
be easy to clean. Lighting should be adequate for better than heavy yarns, tight weaves and synthetic
the tasks at hand and positioned so that the fibers. Light damage is usually more intense along
computer screen is glare-free. Electronic vertical folds and leading edges. Before cleaning,
components should be located away from direct compare the color in these areas with the original
sunlight and where there is enough air space to color in unexposed areas, such as hems or pleated
keep them cool. Outlets should be adequate to folds of the header.

handle the necessary office equipment and wires Draperies should be cleaned according to the
should be managed so that they do not pose a wire manufacturer's recommended care instructions,
or safety hazard. stresses The Soap and Detergent Association.

Some finishes are soluble in solvent; others, in
A Colorful Look at the Future water. If there is no care label, it is important to

discuss the possible risks with the drycleaner.
The beige and natural tones that have been so
prevalent in the home furnishings market are Plug Into Electrical Safety
gradually giving way to more colorful interiors,
observes The Soap and Detergent Association. Small appliances can create special hazards for
The bright colors that graced last summer's everyone. Add children and pets to the mix, and
wardrobes will begin to show up as accents in the the potential for danger increases. The Soap and
home. Red, orange, yellow and pink will set the Detergent Association offers some tips to help
pace in kitchen and bathroom accessories, avoid electrical accidents.

including towels, bath mats and rugs, as well as Electricity and water do not mix. Keep all electrical
decorative pillows and throws. Bright, medium blue products and cords away from water, a sink or tub.
will cool them down, just before lime green and its If an appliance should fall into water, unplug it
citrus companions come on the scene. Savvy before removing it from the water.
predictors of home fashion trends see blue-on- Unplug toasters and toaster ovens before using a

<

blue, blue with yellow, and blue with green color knife or fork to remove stuck food. When using an
schemes becoming more popular. electric blanket, don't cover it or tuck in the sides or

Texture adds surface interest. Fabrics are ends. Either situation may cause overheating. And
nubbed, napped and slubbed. Rugs feature bulky don't sleep on a heating pad or electric sheet. Even
yarns or combination cut and loop piles. Metals are at relatively low settings, they can cause serious
brushed or antiqued. Woods are either lighter and burns.

more natural or hand painted, stippled or scrubbed. Use safety covers on wall outlets, but avoid
Handmade items, or those that appear ornamental caps that may attract the child to the
handcrafted, add warmth and personal style. outlet. Use extension cords only as a temporary

measure - and never run them underneath rugs,
carpets or furniture. The abrasion could cause
broken wiring, possibly resulting in a fire. .
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TIPS AND TRENDS FROM THE SOAP AND DETERGENT ASSOCIATION

Q&A WHAT'S NEW?

^ SDA Answers Your Questions
Less fat, less flavor? Not so with the Flavor

Q: I have some greasy looking spots on my Scenter Steamers. Herbs and spices go in a
garments after they have been washed. screen-topped compartment at the bottom of the
Someone said that these are caused by fabric steamer. The steam passes through the herbs
softener. Is this true? How can I remove these and spices to reach the food, picking up the
spots? flavors and imparting them to the food. The
A: If undiluted fabric softener comes in contact steamer comes with a list of recommended foods,
with fabric, it can cause oily/greasy looking spots. seasoning combinations, and cooking times
These spots do not harm the fabric, and can be (Black & Decker Household Products Group;
easily removed by dampening the fabric then 6 Armstrong Rd; Shelton, CT 06484-4797)
rubbing the spots with handwashing soap.
Rewash the fabric in the usual manner.

To prevent this spotting from occurring, be sure Those who iron on impulse will welcome the Quick
to follow the manufacturer's instructions and dilute 'N Easy Iron Line with built-in features that make it
the fabric softener. This can be done by using the easy to iron on an as-needed basis. The steam
fabric softener dispenser on the washer or by system automatically produces steam based on
manuaily diiuting the softener before adding it to the selected temperature and, to prevent water
the wash load. spotting, it automatically shuts off the steam at low

temperature settings. The Auto Clean system
Q: I live in a humid climate and have mold and automatically removes microscopic water and fiber
mildew in my shower. How can I get rid of it? deposits from the steam valve, thus prolonging the

life of the iron.A: There are many products on the market today
that remove mold and mildew. Read the labels on (Black & Decker Household Products Group;
cleaning products to find a tub and tile cleaner or 6 Armstrong Road; Shelton, CT 06484-4797)
other bathroom cleaner that states that it removes

mold and/or mildew. Then, follow the label
directions to use the product properly. Tread softly with Softex. This versatile alternative

To help prevent mildew buildup, wipe down to rubber is the star in a new line of bath, shower
1

shower walls after showering. Keep the shower and sink products. According to the manufacturer,
area well ventilated and as dry as possible. Softex is washable, scrubbable and bleach-safe.

The cushioned bath and shower mats feature an

Q: I am using a bleach and water solution to open weave design that helps prevents mildew
sanitize surfaces in the child care center buildup. Suction cups hold them in place. Sink
where I work. How long will this remain mats are designed to fit the entire sink bottom, as
effective? well as over sink dividers in double sinks.

A: Bleach breaks down fairly quickly once it is (Manco, Inc.; 830 Canterbury Rd;
mixed with water. You should replace such Westlake, OH 44145-1462)
sanitizing solutions on a daily basis.

Also, be sure to read and follow the directions
on the bleach label to make certain you are mixing Mug mania is here, with mugs specially designed
and using the solution in the appropriate manner to meet the commuter's needs. Thermos' Vacuum

for proper sanitizing. . Insulated Steel Commuter Mug, made from
unbreakable brushed stainless steel, is designed
to keep coffee hotter longer than foam or ceramic
containers.

(The Thermos Company; 300 N Martingale Rd;
Suite 250; Schaumberg, IL 60173) .
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"KEEP IT CLEAN" BRIEFS Before cleaning newly-painted surfaces, test the
cleaning solution in a small, inconspicuous area.

Getting patio furniture ready for the first summer Some paints need to cure for a few months
barbecue? Many all-purpose cleaners can cut before they can be safely cleaned.
through dirt and grease on vinyl furniture. On
large vertical surfaces, work from the bottom to
the top to avoid streaks. Upholstered furniture cushions should not be

removed for cleaning, as laundering can destroy
the backing or shrink or damage the fabric.

Summer is the time when roaches like to appear, Zippers on such cushions are used for
and thorough cleaning can'help keep them under manufacturing purposes, not for removal by
control. Take the garbage out frequently, wash consumers.

and dry dishes as soon as possible, keep kitchen Follow the cleaning instructions provided with
floors/counters clean and free from food spills, the furniture. For best results use a cleaner

clean and vacuum regularly behind stoves and specifically formulated for use on upholstery, and
read and follow the directions on the cleaner. .refrigerators and wipe up food spills on and

around appliances.

This newsletter is not copyrighted. The content may be used at will, with or without credit to The Soap and Detergent Association. Mention of product
names or manufacturers does not constitute an endorsement or a guarantee of performance or safety of such products by the Association and/or its
member companies. This paper is made from recycled fibers that include post-consumer waste.
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